Invisi-shield™ Face Shields
Usage Instructions
#GG0006
#GG0008

Handle your Face Shield carefully to prevent lens from becoming scratched.
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■ Remove protective release liner on BOTH SIDES of shield and discard.
To remove liner, run finger along edge. See Figure 1
■ Inspect clips that are attached to shield and press firmly against plastic lens
before each use. If clips become loose, discard shield.
■

Attach clips to the side of the temple frames of your glasses or support
frames. When clips are properly placed, the mask will contour the face.
See Figure 2

■

Adjust face shield to a comfortable distance from the nose by lightly
depressing the clips and moving each side an equal distance on frames.
The shield should be approximately ½ inch from the nose to avoid fogging.
The shield may be tilted in or out at chin to accommodate a face mask and
for improved ventilation. See Figure 3

■

Do not lay the shield directly on a flat surface since the surface may
scratch the shield. Store shields in unclipped position.

■

Dispose of face shields for sanitary reasons, when contaminated,
scratched, soiled, or when clips become loose. Fold and crease used
shield or cut when discarding to avoid unauthorized use.

■

A frame holding strap, such as a neoprene eyewear retainer can be used
to help prevent glasses or support frames with face shield from slipping off
nose when leaning forward.

Figure 3
IMPORTANT WARNING: CDI’S disposable chin length face shields are lightweight for use in
certain light-duty applications, such as dental and medical use. They are not designed to be impact
resistant and do not replace ANSIZ87 protective devices, including safety glasses or goggles when
needed. CDI’S chin length face shields act as a lightweight barrier providing certain secondary
protection that helps protect against body fluid, sprays, and spatter. CDI’S Support Frames (#SH0625)
are designed to be worn with CDI’S Face Shields for non-hazardous applications.

LIMITED WARRANTY: PRO-TEX International warrants that any products sold by Cancer
Diagnostics, Inc. which proves to be defective in material or workmanship within 90 days of
purchase will be replaced at no charge or credited to your account. There is no implied
warranty of merchantability or any other implied warranty that extends beyond the expressed
warranty included in this bulletin
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